More Than Scores And Tests (More Than SAT)

Nurturing Every Student for Success!

More Than Scores and Tests is an education consulting company with a mission to nurture every student for success—which goes beyond grades and test scores—during one of their most important stages in life.

More Than SAT uniquely combines academic tutoring with college consulting. We help students study smarter, do better in their school subjects, and get better scores on standardized tests. But we also come alongside the whole family to guide them through the college search and application process, to help them with financial aid, to advise on high school course work, and to find their “right-fit” college.

Our Teaching materials build on over fifteen years of experience and expertise in the test prep industry as well as research-proven teaching and learning practices developed at Harvard Graduate School of Education and Harvard Innovation Lab. Our teaching content, practice problems, and support are divided into different levels of difficulty, and they are scaffolded to provide the right level of support and challenge for our students.

The landscape of education and college continues to evolve and More Than SAT walks with students and families using innovative strategies to help them reach their goals.

What We Do

Academic Tutoring

Every successful champion or championship team has a coach. A coach is not just for those falling behind, but also for those desiring to bring out their fullest potential. We uniquely integrate good study skills into every subject we teach: goal setting, note taking skills, time management skills, and organization skills.

- **Study skills**: study skills for high school or college success, critical thinking skills
- **Math**: pre-algebra, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, algebra 2, pre-calculus, AP Calculus AB/BC
- **Science**: biology, chemistry, physics (up to AP levels)
- **English**: reading, writing, grammar, literature, theater (up to AP levels)
- **History**: world history, European history, U.S. history (up to AP levels)
- **Others**: call to inquire.
Standardized Test Prep

We uniquely integrate learning sciences and college planning into our ACT to make our student’s study time and effort be most effective. Our students learn how to study for the ACT in addition to gaining great results, so they could be more ready for college. We offer one-on-one or small group offerings.

- **ACT Preparation** (Explore, PLAN, Aspire)
- **SAT Preparation** (PSAT/NMSQT)
  - for the current SAT
  - or for the “Revised SAT” and “Revised PSAT”
- **SAT Subject Tests Preparation** in various subjects
- **AP Tests Preparation** in various subjects

College Consulting: Your College Roadmap

Getting into one’s best-fit college, we believe, is not the end goal but a great beginning. It is the result of preparation: students and families laying a good foundation, focusing on each student’s strengths and passions.

Since every family’s situation, goals, values, and needs are unique, we have created our program, “Your College Roadmap,” with five milestone destinations, designed for freshmen to seniors in high school. We offer flexible and affordable service and payment options available.

1. Financial readiness (e.g., college financial aid process)
2. Academic readiness
3. Major/career readiness
4. Co-curricular/extracurricular activities choices
5. College selection & application (including college essays)

Contact Us for Updated Offerings & More Information

- **Phone:** 847-481-9795
- **Website:** www.MoreThanSAT.com
- **Email:** info@morethansat.com
Unique Programs

We specialize in creating innovative, unique, and fun programs that build learning and agency into students through programs that are not typically found in traditional schools and programs. By making a safe place to explore and learn from failures, our students can freely challenge themselves to grow and learn.

Write On! Program

Write On! is More Than SAT’s writing program designed for late elementary and middle school students. We believe that every student is full of ideas and imaginations. Through a four-lesson cycle, our program helps the students to bring them out in more effective, tangible, and creative ways in three stages:

- Stage 1: Writing with Imagination + Writing with Ease
- Stage 2: Writing with Writers + Writing with Clarity
- Stage 3: Writing with Skill + Writing with Purpose

Play On! Summer Program

Play On! is an Innovative, play-based experiential learning program by More Than SAT. It is a summer theater program created for elementary and middle school students looking to increase their confidence in public speaking and expand their knowledge of the performing arts.

The program is divided into two age groups: The Players (4th, 5th, & 6th graders), and The Ensemble (7th, 8th, & 9th graders). Both groups will follow the same three-unit curriculum and will have the opportunity to perform in an original play at the end of the program.

- Act 1: Imagination, Communication, and Play [Weeks 1&2]
- Act 2: Working Behind the Scenes [Weeks 3&4]

Contact Us for Updated Offerings & More Information

- Phone: 847-481-9795
- Website: www.MoreThanSAT.com
- Email: info@morethansat.com